INTRODUCTION
Darwin's "tangled bank" of species interactions is one of the most complex phenomena 50 in nature. In the past decades, ecologists have imported analytical tools from network composition of the modules found in the network. 141 Nestedness 142 A nested matrix has its interactions arranged in a particular way: the interactions of the 143 least connected species are proper subsets of the interactions of the more connected 144 species (Ulrich et al. 2009 ). NODF is a metric that aims to synthesize this pattern in a 145 single number (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008) . In its default procedure, a NODF score is 146 computed for each pair of species (independently for consumers and resources, i.e., 147 rows and columns of the interaction matrix) and, then, averaged to calculate the NODF 148 score of the whole matrix. This procedure implicitly assumes that nestedness is evenly 149 8 distributed in the matrix. However, as pointed out by the authors of NODF themselves, 150 it is important to "explore whether nestedness is a general pattern of the community or 151 derives from some particular species subsets" (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008 ). If different 152 species subsets of the matrix have different degrees of nestedness, an overall NODF is 153 not an appropriate summary of the matrix structure (Gotelli & Ulrich 2012) . It turns out 154 that this is exactly the case if the network has a compound topology, where nestedness 155 between pairs of species of the same module should be much higher than nestedness 156 between pairs of species of different modules. 157 In order to solve this problem, we adapted the method described in Flores et al. (2013) , 158 and averaged nestedness independently between pairs of species of the same module 159 (NODF SM ), and between pairs of species of different modules (NODF DM ), and 160 compared those values with those expected by species degrees under two scenarios (null 161 models): in the absence of a modular structure (free null model) and in the presence of a 162 modular structure (restricted null model). The rationale behind using these two null 163 models is explained below, while the detailed instructions for performing both null 164 models are presented in Appendix S1.
165

Predictions 166
If nestedness and modularity coexist at large network scales as two sides of the same 167 coin, we expected nestedness between species of different modules (NODF DM ) to be 168 equal to or higher than expected by their degrees (i.e., the free null model). Otherwise, if 169 modularity constrains nestedness between pairs of species of different modules, we 170 expect NODF DM to be smaller than expected by their degrees.
171
Notice, however, that NODF between pairs of species of the same module (NODF SM ) 172 will be higher than expected by species degrees whether or not modules are internally 173 nested. This would happen since, by definition, species of the same module share more 174 9 interactions with one another than expected by their degrees, regardless of those 175 interactions being nested or not. Hence, a NODF SM value higher than expected by the 176 free null model is a necessary, but not sufficient condition, for a network to have a 177 compound topology. This is the reason why we need the restricted null modelwhich 178 also conserves the modular structure of the original matrix when generating the null 179 matrices (Additional Information 1) -, to test whether NODF SM is higher than expected 180 given the modular structure. On the one hand, if the network is formed by modules that 181 are not internally nested, NODF SM should be higher than expected by the free null 182 model, but lower than expected by the restricted null model. On the other hand, if the 183 network is formed by internally nested modules (i.e., a compound topology), NODF SM 184 should be higher than expected by both the free and restricted null models.
185
But why did we not individualize each module and, then, test its nestedness 186 independently? Although this would be a valid procedure to test NODF SM , it would not 187 allow to test whether interactions between pairs of species of different modules 188 (NODF DM ) are more nested than expected given the constraints imposed by the 189 modules. This can be done by comparing the observed NODF DM with that expected by 190 the restricted null model. 192 For each main component of the 16 networks (the global network and 15 local 193 networks), we generated 1,000 random matrices using the free null model and another 194 1,000 matrices using the restricted null model. Next, for each random matrix, we Nestedness and modularity standardized by null models will be called relative 205 nestedness and relative modularity, respectively. For simplicity, they will be represented 206 here as Z F or Z R , depending on the null model, followed by the metric name (e.g, Z F Q 207 and Z F NODF SM represent, respectively, relative modularity and relative nestedness 208 between pairs of species of the same module, when standardized by the free null model).
191
Z-Score
209
Our goal was to see how modularity and nestedness interact with each other in a 210 continuous way. Therefore, in all analyses we used the original Z-scores, without 211 classifying them as significant and non-significant.
212
Matrix plotting 213 The interaction matrices were reorganized to maximize between-and within-module 214 nestedness as done in previous studies (Flores et al. 2013 (Flores et al. , 2016 . Briefly, we first 215 reordered the matrix rows and columns by degree without disrupting its modular 216 structure and, then, permuted the modules in order to find the arrangement of modules 
246
We used the log-transformed abundance of each parasite species in each host species in 247 each region as the response variable, Z and P values for each flea species in each region 248 as the explanatory variables, and host species, parasite species and region as crossed 249 random factors. We decided to use parasite abundances per host species, rather than 250 average it between all hosts exploited by a flea, to control for host characteristics known 251 to affect abundance (e.g., carrying capacity, susceptibility, and richness of parasite 
254
In addition, as pointed out in Box1 (see also Fig. 4 in Pinheiro et al. (2016) ), in local 255 networks composed of very similar resources, we should not expect to find either a 256 negative relationship between abundance and P or modules. In those networks, the 257 modules recovered by the DIRTLPAwb+ algorithm will be spurious, not imposing 258 constraints to interactions, and the measured NODF DM should be higher than expected 259 by species degrees (the free null model). To test this prediction, we included an 260 interaction between Z F NODF DM and the fixed factors of the model (P and Z). We expect 261 Z F NODF DM not to have an influence on the effect of Z on abundance, but to influence 262 the effect of P. Specifically, we expected that the effect of P on abundance should be 263 negative only in local networks in which the modular structure constrains nestedness 264 between pairs of species of different modules, that is, in local networks with negative 265 values of Z F NODF DM . 266 We used backward stepwise regression to select fixed and random effects, following the 267 procedure suggested by Bolker et al. (2009) . We used the anova function of the stats 268 package to perform a likelihood ratio (LR) test on the random effects (to which the 269 models are refitted with maximum likelihood) and, then, used the Anova function of the The global network presented higher modularity (Z F Q = 51.13) and overall nestedness 281 equal (Z F NODF = 0.39) to that expected by the free null model. However, the observed 282 scores of nestedness were much higher between pairs of species of the same module 283 than between pairs of species of different modules (NODF SM = 45.47, NODF DM = 9.85).
284
In addition, as expected if the modules constrain nestedness between species of different 285 modules, NODF DM was smaller than expected by the free null model (Z F NODF DM = -286 13.46) ( Fig. 2a ), but equal to expected by the restricted null model (Z R NODF DM = 0.22) 287 ( Fig. 2b) . Finally, nestedness between pairs of species at the same module was higher 288 than expected by both null models (Z F NODF SM = 53.89, Z R NODF SM = 22.08) ( Fig. 2a-289 b).
290
Those results strongly support the hypothesis that the global flea-mammal network has 291 a compound topology, which can be easily seen when we plot the interaction matrix 292 maximizing nestedness without disrupting its modular structure (Fig 3) .
293
Local networks 294
Nestedness and modularity varied widely among local networks, which, in general, 295 were more nested (Z F NODF = 2.03 ± 1.94) than modular (Z F Q = 0.36 ± 1.31) (Fig. 4a) . 
304
However, some relationships between these two topologies were evident. First, both 305 observed and relative overall nestedness (NODF) (Fig. 4a, c Table S2 ) decreased as modularity increased. Second, the same pattern was true for 307 nestedness between pairs of species of different modules (NODF DM ) (Fig. 4a ,c and e; 308 and Appendix S2: Table S2 ). Third, although nestedness between pairs of species of the 309 same module (NODF SM ) was not significantly related to modularity in any case 310 (Appendix S2: Table S2 ), the Z F NODF SM showed a trend to increase with Z F Q (Fig. 4c) .
311
In addition, as for the global networks, observed and relative values of NODF SM were 312 higher than those of NODF DM (Fig. 4b,d and f ), and the difference between them 313 increased with modularity. Finally, NODF SM values were higher than expected by both 314 null models, while NODF DM values were smaller than expected by the free null model 315 15 but equal to that expected by the restricted null model (Fig. 4b,d and f). Table S3 ). In addition, as expected, only the within module degree (Z), 325 participation coefficient (P), and the interaction between P and Z F NODF DM significantly 326 affects flea abundances. Neither Z F NODF DM nor its interaction with Z was retained in 327 the minimum selected model (Appendix S2: Table S4 and Table S5 ). On the one hand, flea abundances were always positively correlated with within-module 341 degree (Z) (Fig. 5) . On the other hand, as expected, the relationship between flea 342 abundance and participation coefficient (P) changed from positive to negative as the 343 NODF DM becomes smaller than expected by the free null model, crossing zero at 344 Z F NODF DM ≈ -2 ( Fig. 5 ). In addition, the predicted positive effect of participation 345 coefficient (P) on flea performance was higher than that of within-module degree (Z) 346 when NODF DM becomes equal to or higher than expected by the free null model.
347
Finally, although the complete models explained a large amount of data variance, the 348 fixed factors were responsible for only a very small fraction of the explanation (R 2 (m) = 349 0.086, R 2 (c) = 0.53).
350
DISCUSSION
351
In the present study, we provide strong support for the integrative hypothesis of 352 specialization (Pinheiro et al. 2016) using a continent-wide host-parasite network. We 353 confirmed both (i) the emergence of a compound topology in the local and global 354 networks (Fig. 2, 3 and 4) ; and (ii) the scale-dependence of the relationship between 355 specialization and performance (Fig. 5 ). Our results unite two long-standing debates in 358
Nestedness versus modularity 359
What is the predominant topology in ecological networks: nestedness or modularity? In At first glanceconsidering only that the global and some local flea-mammal networks 370 presented scores of nestedness and modularity higher than or equal to those expected by 371 their species degrees (free null model) ( Fig. 2a and Fig. 4c-d) one could conclude that 372 those two topologies coexist in the flea-mammal networks as two emergent properties 373 of the same underlying phenomenon. However, the observed and relative values of 374 modularity and overall nestedness were negatively correlated in the local networks ( Fig.   375 4a,c and e). And while nestedness between pairs of species of the same module was 376 higher than expected by the species degrees (NODF SM ), the opposite was true for 377 nestedness between pairs of species of different modules (NODF DM ) (Fig. 4d) . In 378 addition, the difference between these two sets of nestedness increased with modularity 379 (Fig. 4a,c and e ). Together, those results strongly suggest that modularity constrains 380 nestedness at large topological scales of this host-parasite system. by the restricted null model). Lines show the predicted effects of P and Z on abundance (and its 387 95% confidence intervals), while dots indicate the fifteen local networks. As expected by the 388 IHS, the effect of P changes from negative to positive (becoming higher than the positive effect 389 of Z) as nestedness between species in different modules increases. The effect of Z on 390 abundance in a given local network is independent of Z F NODF DM . 391
However, as pointed out in the Methods section, to say that the modules constrain 392 nestedness between species of different modules and increase nestedness between 393 species of the same module is a truism, a logical consequence of the definition of 394 modules itself. In ecological terms, it is like saying that species preferences 395 (specialization) constrain resource breadth processes (Brown 1984) , which is trivial. A 396 much more interesting issue would be to evaluate if interactions are more nested than 397 20 expected given the species preferences, which are reflected in the network modular 398 structure. This raises two questions. 399 First, is nestedness between pairs of species of the same module higher than expected 400 given that they have similar dietary preferences, i.e, that they belong to the same 401 module? By comparing the observed NODF SM to that expected by the species degrees in 402 the presence of a modular structure (the restricted null model), we showed that this is 403 true for the flea-mammal network, which is formed by internally nested modules (Fig.   404 3).
405
Second, is nestedness between pairs of species of different modules higher than 406 expected given that they have dissimilar dietary preferences, i.e, that they belong to 407 different modules? That is, when a consumer c i of module A pervades the modular 408 structure and consumes resources from module B, will c i consume the most consumed 409 resources of module B? By comparing NODF DM to that expected by the restricted null 410 model, we show that this is also the case in the studied host-parasite system, since both 411 in the global (Fig. 2b ) and the local networks (Fig. 4f ) the interactions between species 412 of different modules were equally nested as expected by the restricted null model.
413
This scenario (NODF SM and NODF DM equal to or higher than expected given the 414 modular structure) suggests that, once the constraints imposed by modules are 415 overcome, the same processes that structure interactions within modules also structure 416 the few interactions outside them. This does not necessarily need to be true, since 
437
Our results provide strong support for the second scenario ( Fig 5) . In local networks 438 where modules represent a significant restriction to interactions, the relationship 439 between flea abundance and generalism changed from positive within to negative 440 among modules, as predicted by the IHS. In addition, the effect of P on abundance 441 became more negative as the modular structure imposed more constraints on the 442 interactions. Therefore, if the community (or, at least, the part we sampled) is composed 443 of more than one module, a multi-scale relationship between specialization and 2017)). That is, 454 abundant species (the most available ones) are generalist because they have higher 455 probability of finding potential interaction partners. This makes sense in the context of 456 the IHS: the species with higher performances in exploiting a given set of similar 457 resources reach higher abundances and, then, interact freely with a large number of that 458 resources in the absence of trade-offs. Alternatively, although the nestedness between 459 pairs of species of different modules was equal to the expected one given the modular 460 structure in most of the local networks, the negative relationship between P and 461 abundance suggests that generalism between modules has a negative effect on 462 abundance, due to trade-offs. Therefore, although a species that is a hub in its own Dormann, Thomas Lewinsohn, Leonardo Rê-Jorge, Cang Hui, Adriano Paglia, 545 Fernando Silveira and Erika Braga helped us with exciting discussions about ecological 546 interactions, complex networks, and community assembly rules. We thank specially
